
EMPOWERING
CONNECTIONS



FSR is a leading designer and manufacturer of power, data and 
audio/video solutions for the contract office furniture industry. In 
today’s interconnected world, the workspace extends beyond 
the physical building, offices and boardrooms. FSR’s product line 
of collaborative solutions are designed to address the way we 
work and approach business in the 21st century.



Transform how you power your workstations with the Modular Linx System. 

This relocatable and reusable power system can be maximized to distribute 

power to up to 20 workstations. 



Empower your connections from the floor to the table with the Smart-Way 

Raceway. The Smart-Way provides you an In- or On-floor raceway option that 

combines unparalleled functionality with breathtaking materials. We didn’t just 

stop at the floor with our raceway; the newest addition to the Smart-Way family 

allows us to transition from the Smart-Way floor raceway to the ceiling.



Effortlessly manage your cables with the Block adjustable wire 
duct. The Block provides a flexible, simple, and stylish way to 
route cabling from the underside of the work surface to the floor. 
The sleek design will integrate with any aesthetic.  



The Symphony table boxes are configurable to your needs, 
providing functional flexibility for your work and meeting spaces. 
The Symphony Collection is available in Clamp-On, Under-Table, 
and In-Table options and can even come with a POP of color to 
add life to your workspace.



The Pedestal is an attractive addition to your space. The 
Symphony Pedestal incorporates seamless power and charging 
in waiting areas and at your workspaces. This floor-standing 
unit provides an inviting place to plug in and is agile enough to 
accommodate charging multiple devices.



Our CT6 and Unity table boxes offer contemporary designs fused with internal 

charging, power, and data capabilities. These table box collections allow 

for various configurations ideal for today’s meeting rooms and collaborative 

environments.
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